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Gas or renewable energy –

what to choose?
❖The share of natural gas in the total final consumption

(TFC) in Kazakhstan was only 13% in 2018. In 2019 20.2%
of all electrical power in Kazakhstan was produced by gas-
fired power plants. Set goal is to reach 30% share by 2050.

❖Kazakhstan pledged to increase share of renewable energy
in domestic electricity generation from the current 2% in
2019 to 50% by 2050

❖Conclusion: To get from the present fossil fuel to the
renewable future, Kazakhstan needs to first move at
least from coal to natural gas, to reduce emissions
from coal and provide the population and the industry the
energy it needs in the most cost-effective way.



II. Why to reform and how to reform?
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What are the major problems of the 

energy sector of Kazakhstan?

❖ Heavily statised and monopolized (i.e. lack of market
competition) economy, including in gas sector.

❖ Ever-increasing inefficiency and poor energy efficiency,
largely because of practices some form of covert
protectionism and cross-subsidization.

❖Lack of transparency and lack of political will to proceed
with long-overdue reforms and to introduce market
competition, because energy sector (e.g. cheap gas) is used
by Kazakh government as an “instrument” for political
purposes (i.e. long-standing social contract between
Kazakh population and Kazakh government).



Why Urgent Gas Market Reforms 

are Needed in Kazakhstan?
• The “new reality” of the COVID-19 pandemic (i.e. disappearing

demand for gas in Europe and China and rock-bottom prices) and
the looming official launch of the Eurasian Economic Union’s
common gas market in 2025 require urgent gas market reforms.

• Status quo in the gas sector is not possible, because in a “new reality”
KTG shall not expect same level of super profits from its
export/transit of gas and, therefore, it means that soon KTG would
not be able to play its current role of “instrument” and to bear its
social burden of cross-subsidizing of local population and industries.

• Without reforms - no new foreign direct investments, no exploration
and development of new gas fields, no further expansion of the gas
networks, decline of gas production and domestic consumption after
2025, inefficiency and stagnation of the gas sector.



How to reform gas sector and what shall be 

the target (model) gas market for Kazakhstan?

❖ European Union’s single gas market or USA’s gas
market on the basis of the Anglo-Saxon liberalization and
privatization “textbook”?

❖ Or “Middle East-style” or “Russian style” selective
reforms?





International  Experience: 

Lessons Learned I

❖Concepts “liberalisation” and “reformation” of a gas
market are not coextensive”.

❖ Unlike “liberalisation”, “reformation” of the gas market
does not require implementation of all specific measures,
including TPA and unbundling, in certain sequential
order.







International  Experience: 

Lessons Learned II

❖ Objectives for “liberalization” and “reformation” of a gas
market are different.

❖ The main objective of the reformation of a gas market by
way of liberalization is to increase the efficiency of the
industry and reduce gas prices due to increased
competition.

❖The main objective of the reformation of a gas market by
way of selective reforms is a reduction of cross-
subsidization and improvement of the efficiency of
public administration management.



III. What is the History of Reforms of 
the Kazakh Gas Industry?
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History of Reforms I

• What was given upon break up of the USSR: harsh climate, vast and
sparsely populated territory, gas resources only in the West of the
country and Soviet way of organizing gas industry .

• 1993 - the state holding companies "Kazakhgas“ and “Alaugas” were
established. Constant interruptions in gas supply.

• 1997 - the country's gas transportation system was transferred to the
concession of the Belgian company Traktebel. Still constant
interruptions in gas supply and Traktebel failed to meet expectations
on investments in infrastructure.

• 2000 – KazTransGas (KTG) company was established and the entire
gas transmission system of the country has been bought out for 100
mln. USD from Traktebel and transferred to KTG.



History of Reforms II

• 2003 – Kazakhstan starts to develop its transit potential. Contract
between KTG and Gazprom on the transit of Turkmen and Uzbek gas
through the territory of Kazakhstan is executed.

• 2009 - beginning of a large-scale modernization and expansion of the
gas transmission and gas distribution network systems by KTG ("tariffs
in exchange for investments“ tariff methodology has been introduced in
the natural monopoly legislation).

• 2013 - KazTransGas Aimak JSC has completed the stage of combining
gas distribution networks in all regions of the country, becoming a
single operator in the market of gas supplies to end consumers.



IV. What is Kazakhstan’s Upstream Gas 
Market?
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Gas Resources and Reserves 
• Total proved reserves of natural gas at the end of 2019 in Kazakhstan -

2.7 trillion cubic metres.
• 90% of produced gas in Kazakhstan is an associated gas.
• 30% of Kazakhstan’s gross natural gas production in 2019 was

reinjected to increase oil production.
• The Kazakhstan’s gas upstream market is moderately consolidated,

and it is dominated by the “Big 3”.
• As a general rule, burning of crude gas is prohibited (see Art. 146 of

Subsoil Use Code).
• As a general rule, it is prohibited to extract hydrocarbons without

processing the entire volume of crude gas produced. Unless otherwise
specified in the subsurface use contract, the extracted associated gas is
the property of the state (see Art. 147 of the Subsoil Use Code).



Major gas producers in Kazakhstan (Big 3)

• Tengizchevroil LLP that develops super giant Tengiz
oilfield (272 billion cubic feet (bcf) dry marketed gas
production in 2017)

• NCOC develops Kashagan field, the first major offshore
oil and gas development in Kazakhstan (more than 100 bcf
natural gas production capacity)

• Karachaganak Petroleum Operating B.V. develops
Karachaganak field (about 300 bcf wet marketed gas
production in 2017).



”Big 3”
(about 75% of all 

gas reseves):

1) Tengiz field-
discovered in 

1979.
2) Karachaganak 

field discovered in 
1979.

3) Kashagan field 
discovered in 

2000. 
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Kazakhstan’s natural 
gas production (gross 
extraction) increased 
from 19 billion cubic 
metres (bcm) in 2009 to 
23.9 bcm in 2018

For comparison –
Gazprom alone 
produced in 2019 500.3 
bcm
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Domestic Consumption vs Export to China 

• Domestic consumption of natural gas increased significantly, from 10.1
bcm in 2009 to 19 bcm in 2018 and it expected that Kazakhstan’s
domestic natural gas consumption will grow at about 1.9% per year on
average out to 2040.

• Most of the gas delivered by pipelines in Kazakhstan is consumed in
power generation (50%), followed by residential-commercial users
(domestic sector) (36%), and industry (14%).

• Tough choice for the Kazakh Government – to continue to prioritize
domestic consumption and in this way to receive less profit than one’s
due or instead opt for a more lucrative option of exporting limited gas
volumes available to China at the expense of domestic consumption?

• Conclusion: urgent gas market reforms are needed if Kazakh
government does not want to sacrifice one of the above.





V. What are Kazakhstan’s Midstream 
and Downstream Gas Markets?
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Unified Gas Supply System (UGSS) of 

Kazakhstan

• As of 2019 twenty-one subsoil users were connected to the UGSS.
• KTG operates the gas pipeline network with a total length of 19 146 km and

an annual throughput capacity of 230 billion m³ and gas distribution
networks of over 49 000 km.

• KTG also operates 3 largest underground gas storage facilities (Bozoy,
Akyrtobe, Poltoratskoye) with a total active storage capacity of 4.6 billion m³.

• Kazakhstan so far relies on gas imports from Russia and Uzbekistan to meet
domestic demand: a gas-swapping arrangement between Kazakhstan and
Russia entails the replacement of Karachaganak gas, which has historically
been supplied to Orenburg for processing, with imports of Central Asian gas
to the southern part of Kazakhstan and Russian gas to the Kostanay region.





Domestic gas distribution network

• Kazakhstan’s distribution pipelines reached a total length of 49,000
kilometers (km) in 2019. Still just about 9.5 million people out of 18.5
million population of Kazakhstan have access to gas in 2020.

• As of 2020, out of 16 of regions in Kazakhstan, 12 are already gasified
regions, with the 4 remaining regions in the north and centre of
Kazakhstan relying on coal and LPG.

• More than 3 million people have gained access to piped gas in the past
seven years, with connections expanding from 30% in 2013 to 51.47%
in 2019. New target is 60% of population to get access to piped gas by
2025.

• Beineu-Bozoy-Shymkent and Saryarka trunk gas pipelines (south
and, to certain extent, north of the country are now connected with gas
producing west of Kazakhstan). There is now ongoing discussion with
Gazprom to build a trunk pipeline from Russian to give access to piped
gas to east of Kazakhstan (2.1 million people).





Export and Transit Network 

• Contribution of the gas industry to the country's GDP
has reached 1.8% in 2019 and it is expected to double by
2030.

• Two of the three longest main gas pipelines in the world
nowadays pass through the territory of Kazakhstan:

1) Central Asia-Centre Gas Pipeline System which
traverses the western edge of Kazakhstan on its way to
Russia and points further west to Europe; and

2) the Kazakhstan-China pipeline which traverses the
southern edge of the country on its way to China.
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Gas Export and Transit to China 

• Special legal framework has been created for Kazakhstan – China gas
pipeline project by way of international agreement.

• Kazakh export of gas reached a historical maximum of 9.5 bcm in
2019, of which 75% was exported to China.

• In 2019 China has replaced Russia as the main export destination for
Kazakh gas.

• On 12 October 2018, Kazakhstan and China signed a five-year contract
for the export of up to 10 bcm/y of gas via Central Asia-Centre China
Gas Pipeline System (CAGP) during this period

• Many experts expect that Kazakh gas export to China will probably
fall, from 7–8 bcm each to China and Russia in the early 2020s, to less
than half that in the late 2020s.







VI. Proper Gas Market Design is Crucial
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Current Gas Market Design in Kazakhstan

▪ The Kazakh gas market continues to be
organized on the basis of central command
and control, and quasi-monopolistic
principles, with KMG as the state-owned
and vertically integrated oil and gas
company dominating gas production,
supply and transportation through its
direct and indirect subsidiaries.

▪ The wholesale market for the sale of
commercial gas is monopolized - the sole
supplier of gas for retail sellers is KTG.

▪ The retail market is dominated (95%
concentration) by KazTransGas-Aimak.
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Is There Real Gas Market At All?

1) KTG as the national operator executes the state’s statutory
preemptive right and buys raw or commercial gas from subsoil
users at the price determined in accordance with the statutory
formula.

2) KTG sells than commercial gas to KazTransGas Aimak in all
regions of Kazakhstan at the regulated wholesale prices, that are
annually approved by the Ministry of Energy and are different for
each region of Kazakhstan.

3) KazTransGas Aimak in its turn sells gas to the population
and other consumers at final (i.e. retail) prices, that are regulated
by the Committee on Regulation of Natural Monopolies of the
Ministry of National Economy of the Republic of Kazakhstan
(hereinafter – the “CRENM”) as “socially significant market”.

(see Art. 116 of the Commercial Code)



Major Shortcomings of the 

Current Gas Market Design I

1) State regulation of the wholesale and retail gas prices and
issue of cross-subsidization of local consumers at the
expense of foreign consumers and of remote or poor regions
of Kazakhstan at the expense of gas producing regions as
well as Kazakh gas producers.

2) Lack of transparent and cost-reflective gas transportation
tariff.

3) Undeveloped exchange (i.e. gas hubs) trading of natural
gas.



Major Shortcomings of the 

Current Gas Market Design II

4) State’s preemptive right of KTG and the need to liberalize
gas exports.

5) Incomplete privatization and division of the activities of
the monopolists (KMG and KTG) by type of activity (i.e.
ownership unbundling).

6) Unresolved issue of non-discriminatory third-party access
to trunk and distribution gas pipelines.



VII. Liberalization of Gas Prices in 
Kazakhstan – to be or not to be?
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Gas Pricing – Russian Experience 

1) Russian Energy Strategy provides for step-by-step
transition from regulation of wholesale gas prices to
market pricing mechanisms.

2) For now, Russian domestic gas market consists of
regulated and unregulated segments: Gazprom and
independent gas producers.

3) SPIMEX – success or failure?

4) Gradual switch from RBC to GOG.

5) Since 2014 the regulated pricing to the population saw a
move to RSP.

6) In future “метод эталонных затрат” will be introduced
for determination of gas transportation tariffs.



Gas Pricing and Transportation Tariffs 

Regulation in Kazakhstan

1) There are currently 3 layers of state regulation of gas
prices in Kazakhstan

2) Current gas pricing model in Kazakhstan is RBC.

3) No gas exchanges/hubs in foreseeable future? Еurasian
Тrade System Сommodity Exchange JSC (ETS)?

4) One of the biggest deficiencies of the current model of
the Kazakhstan’s internal gas market is the lack of the
cost-reflective gas transportation tariffs (need to
introduce new tariff methodology).



VIII. EAEU’s Common Gas Market 
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What is the EAEU?

1. Eurasian Economic Union
(EAEU) is an international
organization created in
2015, that has its own
legal capacity.

2. EAEU has its own
(supranational) law and
its own supranational
bodies, including EAEU
court.

3. EAEU is 1/5 of the world's
gas reserves and more
than 50% of the world
gas exports.

4. EAEU’s common gas
market will be officially
launched in 2025.
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What is the EAEU’s common gas market?

• Common gas market is a free purchase and sale of gas
between businesses (suppliers and consumers) of the
participating countries of the common market, that is
secured by way of non-discriminatory access (TPA) of
these businesses to the main gas pipelines in the territory
of each state-members of the common market.

• In the EAEU’s common gas market, unlike the EU’s single
gas market, domestic gas markets are preserved with a
full-fledged national state regulation, as well as individual
barriers to access to the national markets.



Proposed Approaches to Gas Pricing and 

Gas Transit Pricing in the EAEU

1) EAEU’s gas market target model expects that all EAEU member
countries would switch at some point in future from regulation of
wholesale gas prices to regulation of gas transport tariffs.

2) EAEU Treaty does not clearly provide gas price setting model for
the future common gas market, but only fixes the desire of the
EAEU member states to achieve equal netback pricing on the
territory of the EAEU.

3) EAEU Treaty is not clear whether it understands “equal netback
pricing” as a pricing model or price level.

4) Unified gas transportation tariff in the EAEU?

5) Abolishment of gas price regulation in the future and SPIMEX and
ETS as as hubs?



Competing interests of the EAEU member-states

▪ Russia and Kazakhstan, apparently, are
still not ready for equal treatment of all
consumers on the EAEU’s common gas
market, irrespective of their country of
origin, because it means they would
have first to abandon current practice
of cross-subsidization and to establish
fair competition in their respective
domestic gas markets.

▪ A failure to reform Kazakhstan's
domestic gas market by 2025 will
jeopardize proper functioning of the
EAEU's common gas market.

Russia - Energy Empire
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IX. Conclusions and Recommendations
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Lack of political will?

1) Lack of political will in Kazakhstan, evidently, threatens
long overdue gas sector reforms in Kazakhstan.

2) For some reason, however, there is no panel discission in
Kazakhstan on this topic, whereas in Russia expert
community actively participates in discussion and
different scenarios for reformation of Russian gas
market have been prepared by, among others, Gazprom,
the Center for Strategic Research (CSR ) and FAS.



Need for Energy Strategy and 

Responsible State Body

1) Unlike Russia, Kazakhstan does not have comprehensive
and up-to-date national energy strategy which clearly
formulates the main parameters, aims, and directions of
the current Kazakh energy policy, including deregulation
of wholesale gas prices.

2) Like FAS in Russia, Kazakh Agency for Protection and
Development of Competition (“Competition Agency”)
shall be given explicit authority, in conjunction with the
Ministry of Energy of Kazakhstan, to adopt the national
energy strategy and to reform the gas sector by way of
the introduction of competition.



What can be done as selective reforms?

▪ Separation of retail sales of gas from transportation through
distribution networks (by analogy with the electricity supply market).

▪ Transfer of distribution networks of KazTransGas-Aimak JSC to the
balance sheet of Intergas Central Asia JSC.

▪ Abolishment of the exclusive pre-emptive right of the KTG as the
national operator.

▪ Fostering wholesale sales of gas through commodity exchanges (ETS).
▪ Introduction of the capacity market for gas transportation

organizations.
▪ Abolishment of wholesale gas price regulation and instead introduction

of the targeted subsidies to socially vulnerable segments of the
population.
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